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ABSTRACT. The solution space of the rectangular linear system Az b, subject to x > 0,
is called a polytope. An attempt is made to provide a deeper geometric insight, with
numerical examples, into the condensed paper by Lord, et al. [1], that presents an algorithm to
compute a center of a polytope. The algorithm is readily adopted for either sequential or
parallel computer implementation. The computed center provides an initial feasible solution
(interior point) of a linear programming problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
will
The solution space w of a linear system Ax b, where A is an rn x n matrix of rank r,
(i) be empty if and only if (iff) the system is inconsistent, i.e., iff r rank (A,b),
(ii) have a unique point (solution) iff r rank(A,b) m n, and
(iii) have infinite points (solutions) or, equivalently, an n- r parameter solution space iff
r rank(A,b) _< m when m < n or r rank(A,b) < n when m _> n.
A linear system, unlike a nonlinear system, cannot have a solution space having just
two solutions or any other finite number of solutions except one. In Case (i), the corresponding
polytope (defined here by Ax b, :r >_ 0) is nonexistent, while in Case (ii) the polytope will be
the (0-dimensional) unique point iff the point x satisfies the condition x > 0. In both these
cases the proposed centering algorithm achieves the same result as that accomplished by an
efficient linear equation solving algorithm. In Case (iii), the algorithm computes a center of
the polytope iff such a center exists. It is readily seen that the polytope is convex. The paper
by Lord, et al. [1] suggests a new definition of a ’center’ of a convex polytope in Euclidean
space a point is a center of a convex polytope in Euclidean space if it is the center of a sphere
that lies within the polytope and it touches a set of bounding hyperplanes that have no
common intersection. In general, a center of a polytope in q n- r dimensional space will be210 S.K. SEN, H.DU & D.. FAUSETT
the center of a sphere touching q+ 1 or more bounding hyperplanes. Degenerate cases
correspond to fewer than q + 1 hyperplanes ’meeting at infinity’. A polytope does not, in
general, have a unique center according to the foregoing definition. Even if a uniqueness is
defined in some sense, i.e., by imposing certain conditions mad thereby increasing complexity,
such a uniqueness may introduce nonlinearity, and may not achieve much in practice if one is
going to solve linear programming (lp) problems using this unique center. In fact, the centering
algorithm has sacrificed uniqueness in favor of preserving linearity and computational
simplicity. A center of a polytope always exists if the polytope is a finite (bounded) region of
the solution space; and in most applications, uniqueness is not needed. As an example, any
’center’, as defined in paper [1], is a good interior (starting) point to solve an Ip problem.
However, a center is usually defined uniquely as the extremum of a potential function that
vanishes on the boundary [2,3,4]. Such a definition adopts a nonlinear concept into what is
essentially a linear system. Further, it does not readily adapt itself to computation; in practice,
methods based on this definition focus on obtaining just an approximation to the center. The
method of finding a center as described here not only encounters no such difficulty but also is
simple and straightforward to implement. It provides a very easy means of obtaining an initial
feasible solution for an Ip problem without enhancing the dimension of the problem, i.e.,
without introducing artificial vmiables to check consistency. The intersection of the
hyperplanes represented by Az b is an n- r dimensional space. It is a point if n r 0. It
is a line if n- r 1. It is a 2-dimensional plane if n- r 2, while it is a q-dimensional
hyperspace if n- r q.
In Section 2 we describe the centering algorithm, while in Section 3 we discuss the
geometry of the algorithm considering the more basic linear inequality problem, and justify its
validity through the properties of n-dimensional Euclidean space. Section 4 presents two
examples with comments primarily aimed as an aid for easy computer implementation.
Section 5 discusses considerations for parallel implementation of the algorithm, while Section 6
consists of concluding remarks.
2. THE CENTERING ALGORITHM
Consider the linear equations and inequalities
Az=b, z>_O, (1)
where A [aj] is an rn n matrix of rank r, b G R,n, z E R,. We write
where a- [al a2 a,] is the ith row of A and indicates the transpose. Observe that
az--bi represents the ith hyperplane of the linear system (1). The steps of the centering
algorithm are then as follows.
q.1 Compute z A+ b, P (I A + A), and r by Algorithm 1.
,q.2 Set q--n- r; if any diagonal elements of P--[pj] vanish, then remove the zero
rows and zero columns of P and the corresponding coordinates (viz., the
corresponding hyperplanes) from the problem Az- b.
S.3 Normalize: D diag(1/V/p,); S DP; 5 Dz.CENTER OF A POLYTOPE 211
S.4 Apply Algorithm .
9..1 Aorithrn 1 (Computing x, P, and r from the 9iven eqn. Ax b):
The algorithm [5] is an O(mn) direct algorithm to compute the minimum-norm least
squares solution z A + b of a system of m linear equations, Az b, with n variables, where
m and n can be any positive (finite) integers, the vector b can be zero or nonzero, and A +
denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. It is concise and matrix-inversion-free. It provides a
built-in consistency check, and also produces the rank r of the matrix A. Further, if necessary,
it can prune the redundant rows of A and convert A into a full row-rank matrix, thus
preserving the complete information of the system. In addition, the algorithm produces the
unique projection operator, P I,,-A+A, that projects the real n-dimensional space
orthogonally onto the null space of A and that provides a means of computing a relative error-
bound for the solution vector [6,7] and any other solution of the system. The general solution
ofA b is , A+b- Pz, where z is an arbitrary vector. Observe that if b 0 (zero column
vector) then Pz.
The algorithm involves no taking of square-roots and a finite number of arithmetic
operations; so, it can be readily implemented by error-free (residue) arithmetic [7] to compute
x, P and r exactly. In addition, a parallel implementation is easily achieved since the
algorithm involves mainly vector operations. In fact, a parallel version of this algorithm has
been implemented on an Intel/860 computer.
Consider the equation Ax b of relations (1). A pseudocode for the algorithm is as
follows.
{,Algorithm 1.}
begin
P:=I,; x: =0;r:=0;
for j 1 to m do
STFP a b P z ind r: r + ind
end-do
end
procedure STFP a, b, P, ind
begin
ind: 0; v: Pa; /: Ilvll; b:- b-a’;
if (/# 0) then
P: P vvt/l x: :r, + bv/l ind =1;212 S.K. SEN, H. DU & D.W. FAUSETT
else
if b 0 then
terminate {error message "inconsistent equations")
end-if
end-if
end
The procedure STEP computes a normal to the hyperplane represented by the equation
atz b. After m successive executions of STEP, the resulting vector z will be normal to the
common intersection of the rn hyperplanes represented by az= bj and consequently a
solution.
The outputs of Algorithm I are a particular solution z A + b, known as the minimum-
norm least squares solution, of Az= b, the rank r (of A), and the projection operator
P I A + A. No explicit computation for the Moore-Penrose inverse [8], denoted by A +, is
required for computing z and P. The solution z, in general, does not satisfy the nonnegativity
constraint z > 0.
Whenever y 0 and b 0 occur in the procedure STEP, the current row of A and the
current element (row) of b can be deleted, the following rows of A and b can be popped up, and
the number of rows rn can be reduced by 1 if A is to be converted to a full row-rank matrix.
However, the column-order n of P remains unchanged. To obtain a solution of homogeneous
equations Az 0, i.e., when b 0, execute Algorithm 1 and then compute z Pz, choosing
any arbitrary zero or nonzero vector z.
Algorithm I combines the desirable stability properties of an orthogonal transformations
approach with a computational scheme that is well-suited for error-free computation, since the
’intermediate number growth’ to any finite extent has no effect on an error-free arithmetic
[6,7]. The computationally sensitive steps in the algorithm are those involving division by
v 2. Although a test is made to guarantee that [[ v #" 0, it is possible for t to be
arbitrarily small. When is small, it indicates that the current vector is almost linearly
dependent on its predecessors. Such ill-conditioning can cause a severe loss of accuracy in the
computed solution, if error-free arithmetic is not used. A thorough discussion of computational
issues in solving least-squares problems is presented in Golub and Van Loan [9].
In case of an ill-conditioned system, it may be worth the additional computational effort
to modify Algorithm 1 to incorporate row pivoting, so that ll is maximized over the
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of the form v < tol, where tol is a machine dependent parameter based on the precision of
arithmetic operations on a particular computer. For extremely ill-conditioned systems, this
method of detecting near rank-deficiency is not always sufficient.
Another alternative in extreme cases is to use some method other than Algorithm to
computer z, r, and P before preceding to Algorithm 2. The most widely used method for
treating nearly rank-deficient cases is based on the singular value decomposition, or SVD [9].
Rank-revealing methods of orthogonal decomposition is a general area of active research at
present [10, 11, 12].
The computational costs of the various approaches described to computing the inputs to
Algorithm 2 are presented below.
Solving Az b for x A + b, P I- A + A, and r rank (A).
Method
Algorithm
Modified Algorithm 1 with row pivoting
SVD
2.2 AlgoritAm I?, (Computing a center from given S and
Floating; Point Operations
rn(4n + 7n)
m(m + 3)n(n + 1)
8mn(m + n) + 9ns
Having obtained P and the particular solution x’ x from Algorithm 1, the role of the
original matrix A and original vector b in Ax b is over. We no longer need A and b to
compute a center. The inputs of Algorithm are the particular solution xp A +b, the
normalized projection matrix S DP, and the vector of Euclidean distances/i Dxp, where
D diae(1]v/,,)is a diagonal matrix, p,, being the (i,i)-th element of P. Observe that P is
(symmetric) idempotent, i.e., P2= P, and p,, > 0. Algebraically, the general solution of
A: b may be given by x’- Pz, where z is an arbitrary vector; observe that this
equation is essentially an identity since it is valid for whatever value we may substitute for the
vector z. It can be seen that the equation Ax b is equivalent to the foregoing equation
(identity) which has preserved all the information of A:= b. Let e= [1 1 1] be an n-
vector and S [s s s,,],t where s,t is the ith row vector of S. We setD e so that
the foregoing identity turns out to be an equation in the unknown variable (vector) z. Thus,
we have the equation Sz- e. Geometrically, since s, 1, the component gi of $ is the
Euclidean distance of the point xv from the ith hyperplane sz of the system of n
hyperplanes represented by Sz e. (See Property 2 in Section 3). With this background it is
easier to appreciate Algorithm which is as follows.214 S.K. SEN, H. DU & D.W. FAUSETT
{,Alsoritkm 2,}
begin
13: =rain{i: 8i =min{$t}};J: {/};J: 1;
Q: I.;z: O;ind: 1;
while(j q+landind 1)do
STEP(aI, 1, Q, z,ind)
ifind lthen
LAMDA
ifind 1 then
end-if
end-do
end
procedure LAMDA
ind’= O; a’= Dz;
for G J do
ifai a/ then , (,,- ,/)/(/ ,)
if ’i >- 0 then
if ind 0 then
k. i; ind" 1;
else
if h < At then
k’=i;
end-if
end-if
end-if
end-if
end-do
ifind 1 then
/.= k; ,. ,/; .=
z.= x+,z ;J.= Ju{/};
end-ifCENTER OF A POLYTOPE 215
end
The procedure LAMDA computes so that z+z will be equidistant from the current j
hyperplanes and one more. Algorithm 2 provides a center which is an initial feasible solution
for an lp problem. Observe that this center is not a Chebyshev point nor is it, in general,
unique.
3. GEOMETRY OF THE CENTERING ALGORITHM
Normalized inequalities Sz > e (z >_ 0), where now S is an m xn matrix of rank r,
z E Rn, and e _
R, specify a convex polytope in n dimensional Euclidean space or, simply, n-
space bounded by m hyperplanes; some of these hyperplanes may be redundant. The
components , of $: Sxp- e are then the Euclidean distances of the given point x’ from each
hyperplane, provided the sign convention is adopted that $i is negative if the ith hyperplane
separates the point xp from the polytope.
Let the point x0 be in the polytope ($ > 0). Then the following procedure will find a
center provided the polytope is bounded. Let a rnin{,} be the least distance of x0 from j
hyperplanes. If these j hyperplanes do not have a common intersection then Xo is a center.
Otherwise, a line through 0 perpendicular to the common intersection is a line such that every
point of the line is equidistant from the j hyperplanes. Start from x0 and move along this line
in the direction of increasing a until a point is reached, which is equidistant from j + 1
hyperplanes, i.e., until the inscribed sphere has been expanded so as to touch one more
bounding hyperplane. This must happen if the polytope is bounded. A center is obtained by
iterating this procedure until the set of encountered hyperplanes fails to have a common
intersection, or j q + 1 n r + 1.
The validity of the centering algorithm is based on the following properties [1].
Properly 1: The vector s is normal to the hyperplane stz u and is directed into the region
atz > u.
A tangent t to the hyperplane has the form t z -z2, where zl and z2 are points on
the hyperplane. Therefore stt 0; so s is normal. If z is on the hyperplane and A > 0, then
z z + As satisfies stz u + A s > u; so the direction of s is as stated.
Propey 2: If s 1 then the Euclidean distance of an arbitrary point y from the
hyperplane stz u is sty u ( is taken to be negative if sty < u).
Let z be the orthogonal projection of y on the hyperplane. By Propery 1, y z + ,Ss,216 S.K. SEN, H. DUE & D.W. FAUSETT
where 6 is the signed distance. Hence sty stz +6 u + 6.
property 3: If N is a matrix whose rows are the j unit normals to j given hyperplanes
then the particular solution (vector) z N+e of the equation Nz e is normal to their
intersection, where e is as defined before.
If v is tangential to all the j hyperplanes (i.e., if v is a tangent to the intersection of
these j hyperplanes) then Nv 0. Therefore, vtz vtN + e vtNt(NNt)-e
(Nv)t(NNt)-e 0, where A- is a generalized inverse of A; A- satisfies the condition
AA-A A.
Property 4: If a point a: is equidistant from j hyperplanes Na: w then so is
where z N + e and is arbitrary.
By Property 2, if x is at a distance a from each of the j hyperplanes then Nx- to ae,
and the distances of a:’ from the hyperplanes are given by the components of 6 Nz’- to.
Since Nz e, 6 (a + A)e; so, z’ is at the same distance a + A from all of the j hyperplanes.
Algorithm , the centering algorithm, now follows from these properties. Upon
completion of the ’jth iteration (in Algorithm 2) we obtain a j x q matrix N whose rows are
(i E J) to the encountered hyperplanes. The successive applications of the the unit normals s,
procedure STEP (in Algorithm ) build up N row by row and produce z N + e. Thus, by
Property 3, the vector z is normal to the j hyperplanes already encountered; or, equivalently, z
is normal to the intersection of these j hyperplanes. While building up the matrix N, the
particular point (solution) which was initially at the intersection of these hyperplanes, i.e.,
which was initially equidistant (distance is 0) from these hyperplanes, continues to move along
the line whose every point is equidistant from the j hyperplanes. In fact, as soon as the
construction of one row of N via STEP is over, the point z moves along the foregoing line by
an amount z, where $ is a value computed by the procedure LAMDA. Since : is a point
equidistant from these j hyperplanes, by Property , the point x+ Sz is also equidistant from
these j hyperplanes for any ,. Just after building up each row of N, LAMDA computes $ so
that x+ Sz will be equidistant from the j hyperplanes and one more. By Property , the
distances of the point : from the n hyperplanes are the components of $ Sz- u and those of
the point x+ Az are $’- S(x+ Az) tt $+ Air, where tr Sz. We have 6 6, (constant) for
iEJ and ai=a,=l for iJ (since Nz=e). Therefore, 6=6,+Aa, (iqJ) and
6:, &, +Aa (7 J)- For the point + Az to be equidistant from the j hyperplanes and one
more, we should have 6 65, for some 7 J. Thus, we have A (6,-&)/(a.-a,). The
procedure LAMDA is actually choosing, out of several A’s, a smallest positive A such thatCENTER OF A POLYTOPE 217
z+ Az will be equidistant from the j encountered hyperplanes plus one more.
4. EXAMPLES
Example 1: Consider the equation Az= b, z> 0, where A =[ 1
re=l, n=2.
S.1 Find z A + b, P, r by Algorithm 1"
j=l.
STEP%, b, P, , ind)
ind=O,v=Pa,=[1 1,= Ilvll’=2, b,=b,-ax=2.
e [ z--[ 1
0.5 0.5
1 , ind 1.
z A + b > 0 (already).
r r +ind 1.
q.2 q=n-r=l.
$’.3 o v ’-/ /v *=[I
[1
Apply Algorithm 2: 8a min{8,} /’;J 1 }; O 0
j=l.
STEP(sa, 1, Q, z, ind)
I12
1/2
o] 1
1/2
LAMDA
ind 1; a Dz 1 1; A (:2 l)/(Ol 0:2 0; A A:2 0;
/-2; f-[//],z=[ 1 ;J={1,2}.
2. j is now q+l; so, the center is[ 1 1 ]. It may be seen that this center J
serves as a good initial feasible solution for the related p problem.
Geomdr_. The following figure (Fig. 1) depicts the geometry of the foregoing polytope
and its center.218 S.K. SEN, H. DU & D.. FAUSETT
x 21 hyperplane
x _-o
BN o, 2)
_, I "’center found
s2=[-.7,.7] \
Fig. I Geometry of the polytope 1 1 r 2
The finite line AB is the polytope x. The line AB extended infinitely on both sides is the
solution space to. 51 is the Euclidean distance of the center 1 1 from the hyperplane
xi 0 in to. 52 is that of the center from the hyperplane x2 0 in to. It can be noticed
that the hyperplane xi 0 in to is the point B, i.e., 0 2 , and the hyperplane x 0 in to is
the point A, i.e., 2 0 . The vector s is normal to the hyperplane xi 0 in to (i.e., the
point B) while the vector s is normal to the hyperplane x 0 in to (’i.e., the point A). is a
row vector whose position with invariant direction can be imagined to be present at any other
place besides the origin 0. Thus, the row vector s from B is directed into the polytope BA
and d from A into AB.
Ezam_le 2: Consider the equation Az b, z _> 0, where
A= b= ,m=2, n=4,
1 1 0 1 6
,q.1 Find z, P, r by Algorithm 1"
Initialize P 14; z 0; r 0;CENTER OF A POLYTOPE 219
j--l.
STEP(a, b, P, , ind)
ind=O; v= Pa =[-1 1 1 0 It, Y-- 1111=3 b -5;
2/3 1/3 1[3 0
1/3 2/’3 -1[3 0
1/3 -1/3 2/3 0
0 0 0 1
:z=[ 5/3 -5/3-5/3 0
j----2.
STEP(, b2, P, z, ind)
ind=O;,=[ 0 ]’;U=3;b=;
ind 1;
S.2
1/3 0 1/3 -1/31
0 1/3-1/3 /
y#O. P=
1/3 -1/3 2/3
-i/3-1/3 0 2/3 J
z:[11/3 1/3-5/3 2 ]t.
ind 1; r 2.
q=n--r--2.
S.3
1.7321 0 0 0
D Diag(1/v/,i)
0 1.7321 0 0
0 0 1.2247 0
0 0 0 1.2247
S= DP=
.5774 0 .5774 .5774
0 .5774 .5774 .5774
.4082 -.4082 .8165 0
$ Dz
.4082 .4082 0 .8165
6.3512
.5774
2.0412
2.4494
S.4 Apply Al#orithm 2.
60=min{6i}=63= -2.0412; J={3}; Q=14; z=0; j=l;
STEP(sa, 1, Q, z, ind)= STE, 1, Q, z, ind);
ind=O;v=[.4082 -.4082.8165 0 ;y=l;b=l-z=l;220 S.K. SEN, H. DU & D.W. FAUSETT
# o; Q Q- ,,V/
8334 .1666 .3333 0
1666 .8334 .3333 0
.3333 .3333 .3333 0
0 0 0 0
z=[.4082 -.4082.8166 0 ;ind=l;
LAMDA
ind=l; =Dz=[.7071 -.7071 1 0 ; , (,-)/(- ,) (i J, , #)
A, (tl a)/(aa cq) 28.6521; As 1.5339; A 4.4906;
As rain(A,), A, >_ 0 A 1.5339; A 1.5339;
$ $ + As [7.4358 -.5072-.50732.4494 ;
x-- x/ Az [4.2928- 0.292& 0.4141 2 ;
J {2,3}.
Since ind 1, j 2.
STEP(s, 1, Q, z, ind
ind O; v Q .2886 .2888 0 -,5774 ]’; y "II --.5;
b 1 sz 1.7072;
# 0; Q Q- ,.,’/
6668 -.0001 -.3333 .3333
.0001 .6667 .3333 .3334
.3333 .3333 .3333 0
3333 .3334 0 .3333
z z -}- bv/y -[ 1.3936 .5776 .8166 1.9711]; ind i;
LAMDA
ind 1; a Dz 2.4138 1.0004 1.0001 -2.4140
A, (6,- )l(a,- a,) (i J; a, # aS)
(,, )l(a a,) 5.6198; A4 .8659; As A4 .8659;
.8659.
6+ 6a [9.5260 .3590 .3587 .3590 ];
x+ Az [5.4996 .2073 .2930 .2932
{2,3,4}, j 3. {since j q + 1}
stop.
The solution x is a required center of the polytope and hence it is an initial feasible solution of
a related linear programming problem.CENTER OF A POLYTOPE 221
Remark: If a nonnegative solution of linear equations is required then a center which is
a nonnegative solution may be computed.
5. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
Step q.1 (Algorithm 1) of the centering algorithm, coded as a host program and a node
program, is implemented on a parallel hypercube computer as follows. The host sends the
number of rows rn and the number of columns n of the mathix A, the number of processors
(nodes) p 2d used, and the right-hand side vector b of the equation Ax b to each node
processor. Which part (rows) of P and x will be computed by each node processor? In order
to consider this question we set k [n/p] and k n-kp. If k # 0 then each of Nodes
0,1,2,...,k-i computes k+l rows of P and , and each of Nodes kl, k +l,...,p-1
computes k rows of P and . If k 0 then each of Nodes 0,1,2,..., p computes k rows of P
and . For example, if we have 4 Node processors 0,1,2,3 and P is 10 10 then n 10, p 4,
k 2, and k 2. Node 0 will compute first three rows of P and , Node 1 next three rows of
P and :, Nodes 2 and 3 the remaining two rows each. Each processor initializes its part of P
and its part of . Observe that is initially zero and P is initially an identity matrix. It then
sends one row of A at a time to each processor starting from the first row. Each node
processor, on receipt of a row of A, computes its part of the vector v, the resulting (partial) y,
and bj. Each node then communicates these partial v and partial y to other nodes so that each
node has complete v and complete y (the global sum) in its memory; the number of
communications required is d, the dimension of the hypercube. If y # 0 then each node
processor computes its part of P and :, and sets ind 1. The process is continued until the
host program completes sending all the rows of A. On receipt of one row of A, each node
processor will be executing the procedure STEP once. Thus each node will execute STEP m
times to form its own part of P and x, and also the rank r of A and the dimension of the
solution space q n- r corresponding to the m rows of A. Since the communication time
between the host and a node processor is much larger than that between one node and another,
it will be seen later that each processor sends its part of solution to Node processor 0 which
appropriately appends the parts of x and forms the required x.
The parallelization of Steps S.2 and S.3 proceeds along with that of Step S.1; no
communication among processors is needed. Every processor computes the dimension of the
solution space q. It then computes the rows of D, $, and 5’ corresponding to its parts of P and
Thus, each node processor has its part of D, $, and S. If p, O, i.e., if the ith row and the222 S.K. SEN, H. DU & D.W. FAUSETT
ith column of P are zero, for some then, instead of deleting the ith row and ith column of P
and consequently removing the corresponding coordinates as is done in the sequential
algorithm, we set ith row and ith column of S to zero as well as (i,i)th element of D zero; we
also set , K, a sufficiently large positive real number, and corresponding component of
z 0. The motive of retaining this unnecessary information is to avoid inter-processor
communication (that will arise due to index modification) at these steps. In fact, this
information will be skipped as and when they are encountered.
For the parallel implementation of Step SA (Algorithm 2) of the Centering algorithm
each node processor needs complete f in its memory; so, the number of communications that is
required to accomplish this task is d. It then finds a smallest component of and records its
index as . The processor that contains the th row of S, viz. s, sends this row to every other
processor. After initializing its part of the matrix Q and vector z each processor enters into
the repeat loop containing two procedures STEP and LAMDA. Having completed the
execution of STEP as in Algorithm 1, each node, if ind 1, executes LAMDA, computes its
part of tr, communicates this part to all other processors so that each processor has complete tr
in its memory. Thus every processor using the complete tr, , and the index/ computes all $,,
finds a smallest nonnegative hi if not all ,k, < 0, and then updates complete and its part of z.
Thus, each processor executes the repeat loop the required number of times; the processor 0
then collects from all other processors their parts of the solution, appends them appropriately
and sends the complete solution x to the host.
The number of communications between the host and a node depends on the size of the
coefficient matrix A relative to the memory capacity of the nodes. If the capacity of each node
is insufficient to store the entire matrix, we can let each node keep only the right-hand side
vector b and one row at a time of the matrix A. In this case the host must send the matrix A
row by row to each node processor, as described above. The number of communications
required is then m + 3. If the storage for each node is not a problem, the host can send the
entire matrix A and vector b to each node in one communication. The number of
communications is then 3. However, the number of communications among nodes in our
parallel code is 6d, where d is the dimension of the hypercube used. If a typical
communication is about 500 times more expensive than a flop then the order of the matrix
should be at least 130 x 130 to achieve any speed up over a sequential machine.CENTER OF A POLYTOPE 223
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
If the polytope defined by Az b, : > 0 is nonexistent then the centering algorithm
detects that condition. If it is unbounded then the algorithm produces a nonnegative solution
of Ax= b which may be useful for a physical problem; further, such a solution with an
indication of unboundedness is also useful while solving an p problem. Preservation of
linearity and simplicity by the algorithm is attractive in interior point methods for Ip
problems.
While Algorithm (for the computation of the projection operator P (I- A + A), the
solution vector x A + b, and the rank of A) can be implemented error-free, Algorithm (Steps
S.3 and S.4) however is not implementable error-free because of square-root operations. Thus,
a partial error-free computation is possible and may be useful in enhancing the accuracy of the
final solution. It can be seen [6,7] that the error-free computation is inherently parallel and
immune to ’intermediate number growth’. Since the centering algorithm involves extensive
matrix-vector operations, implementation of the algorithm on a vector/super-computer is
relatively straight-forward.
It can be seen [13] that a convex polytope is defined, in a more general form, as a set
which can be expressed as the intersection of a finite number of closed half spaces.
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